Quadrupolar nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy in solids using frequency-swept echoing pulses.
The acquisition of ideal powder line shapes remains a recurring challenge in solid-state wideline nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Certain species, particularly quadrupolar spins in sites associated with large electric field gradients, are difficult to excite uniformly and with good efficiencies. This paper discusses some of the opportunities that arise upon departing from standard spin-echo excitation approaches and switching to echo sequences that use low-power, frequency-swept radio frequency (rf) pulses instead. The reduced powers demanded by such swept rf fields allow one to excite spins in different crystallites efficiently and with orientation-independent pulse angles, while the large bandwidths of interest that are needed by the measurement can be covered, thanks to the use of broadband frequency sweeps. The fact that the spins' evolution and ensuing dephasing starts at the beginning of such rf manipulation calls for the use of spin-echo sequences; a number of alternatives capable of providing the desired line shapes both in the frequency and in the time domains are introduced and experimentally demonstrated. Sensitivity- and lineshape-wise these experiments are competitive vis-a-vis current implementations of wideline quadrupolar NMR based on hard rf pulses; additional opportunities that may derive from these ideas are also briefly discussed.